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The simple solution to
accurate monitoring.

The DINAMAP® Pro 1000 monitor gives you

core vital signs with 3-lead ECG and respirations

in one simple yet comprehensive system. It is

flexible for use throughout the hospital, from the

ER to the GI lab, and is portable for transport

wherever you need it. 

The DINAMAP Pro 1000 has an easy-to-use

design with an intuitive menu structure.

Configurable features like spot SpO2 enhance

productivity and reduce time spent learning 

new technology.

Like all GE monitors, the DINAMAP Pro 1000

incorporates gold standard parameters to provide

the most accurate and reliable vital signs readings.

Its durable design ensures reliability so it is ready

for use where you need it, when you need it.

And its easy connection to the Unity Network®

lets you seamlessly maintain patient records

throughout the enterprise, saving you time 

and allowing you to make faster, more 

appropriate care decisions.



It works the way you do.

The DINAMAP Pro 1000 has an intuitive 

design that makes it easy to use throughout 

the hospital. Its configurable features include

custom autocycles that automatically change

the BP determination interval according to a

user-defined program. And DINAMAP ASAP is

not only fast, but adjusts inflation pressures for

improved patient comfort and accurate results.

NIBP Performance Improvements

SpO2 spot check not only provides simple, 

fast, and accurate oxygen saturation, but also

includes alarm technology that automatically

returns the unit to “ready” status at the touch 

of a button when doing routine spot checks.

With your choice of SpO2 technologies, the 

DINAMAP Pro 1000 enhances accuracy even 

in the most difficult patient situations, such 

as motion and low peripheral perfusion. 

The DINAMAP Pro 1000 even helps prevent the

loss of critical patient data by retaining information

from one previous patient. And the standby key

eliminates nuisance alarms and allows you to

resume monitoring at a simple key press. 

The large 10.4" color screen displays patient

information on easy-to-see, customizable

screens. Graphical and tabular trending speed

retrieval of data, while the familiar Trim Knob®

enhances menu access. Three simple default

tables give you the information you need, when

you need it so you can make the best patient

care decisions.

Our latest DINAMAP ASAP algorithm reflects reductions in determination time 
and accuracy.



Gold standards at market prices.
With the DINAMAP Pro 1000, you get 

unparalleled cardiac monitoring including 

gold standard parameters that provide reliable,

accurate data so you can make the best care

decisions faster: 

• Legendary Marquette® ECG with EK-Pro™

and respirations offering comfort that lethal

arrhythmias will be brought to your attention

• DINAMAP ASAP technology for accurate 

and reliable non-invasive BP monitoring

• Your choice of SpO2 solutions – the industry

leading Masimo® SET® (Gold Standard) 

or Nellcor OxiMax™

• Optional IVAC® Turbo

• Temp™ for temperature in seconds
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Easy connection to critical information.

The DINAMAP Pro 1000 quickly connects 

to the Unity Network with an easily-installed

communications module. This connection allows

caregivers to view DINAMAP Pro 1000 patient

data on any network-connected workstation or

device anywhere within or beyond the enterprise.

The compact communications module fully 

integrates into the back of the DINAMAP Pro 1000

monitor, providing one serial port and one

Ethernet port for connecting to the Unity

Network. This simple device offers a cost effective

solution for accessing DINAMAP Pro 1000

patient data at the central station, via the

StatView™ alarm notification system, and on

other GE monitoring products across the enterprise.

The Unity Network supports both wired and

wireless viewing devices to ensure that life-critical

data such as waveforms and monitor alarms 

are consistently, safely and securely delivered 

to caregivers wherever they are.
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For more than 100 years, scientists 

and industry leaders have relied on 

General Electric for technology, 

services and productivity solutions.

So no matter what challenges your

healthcare system faces – you can

always count on GE to help deliver the

highest quality services and support.

For details, please contact your 

GE representative today.

GE Healthcare
Waukesha, Wisconsin U.S.A.
www.gehealthcare.com
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